
 

 

YDS DENEME 
 
1.)In 1496, fresh from his ----of the New 
World, Christopher Columbus was stil 
thinking about China. 
A) invention       B) journey          C) possession 
D) discovery     E) pursuit 
 
 
2.)Much has been written about the 
outbreak of war in 1914, but the question of 
who was ----is still being 
debated. 
A) desirable    B) responsible       C)compulsive  
D) peaceful    E) adequate 
 
 
 
3.)She seems----to take part in the quiz 
programme. 
A) reluctant      B) hard-working       C) selfish   
D) loyal           E) delicate 
 
 
4) His novels have been -----praised for the 
superb use of colloquial language. 
A) rapidly          B) strangely          C)suddenly 
D) safely           E) Widely 
 
 
5.)An estimated $4 billion over the next five 
years will cover the cost of ---- immunizing 
children in developing countries. 
A) undeniably             B) abruptly       C) fully 
D) currently                E) actively 
 
 
 
6.)T.S. Eliot's poem The Waste Land really -
--- in capturing the mood of postwar 
Europe. 
A) disturbs       B)deserve         C) contributes 
D) recovers      E) succeeds 
 
 
7.) If life didn't start on Earth but came from 
comets instead, there's no reason why 
something similar couldn't ---- again today. 
A) establish          B) respect            C) happen 
D) perceive          E) develop 
 
 
8.) If you go down to the woods in August, 
it is easy to get the ---- that the birds, like so 
many of us, are on holiday. 
A) notice          B) desire       C) consciousness  
D) impression   E) evidence 
 
 
 

 
 
9.) Pandas consume 18 kg of woody 
bamboo daily, which provides almost 99 
per cent of their dietary ----. 
A) measurements B) needs  C) achievements 
D) expectations     E) supplements 
 
 
10.) It is not clear whether bald eagles are 
directly ----for driving away golden eagles 
in California’s Channel Islands. 
A) responsible     B) stable        C) cautious 
D) particular        E) reasonable 
 
 
 
11.) In order to study the past it is not 
always ---- to know precisely how long ago 
in years a particular period or event 
occurred. 
A) recurrent         B) annual     C) capable  
D) absolute         E) essential 
 
12.)Consumers know that food labels such 
as “organic” and “natural” do not ---- 
guarantee good conditions for the animals 
that produced the meat, milk or eggs found 
inside the packaging. 
A) respectively B) relatively 
C) necessarily D) severely 
E) falsely 
  
13.)The ---- accepted laws of physics are 
the same everywhere in the world. 
A) continually B) rapidly C) simply  
D) equally  E) commonly 
 
14.)The total sales of US magazines in 1986 
---- 325.3million. 
A) profited B) afforded 
C) provided D) reached 
E) recorded 
 
15.)An attempt to ---- a poem should never 
be made before the poem is well 
understood. 
A) compare B) support C) determine D) mean 
E) evaluate 
 
  
 
16.)Stavanger is probably the wealthiest 
town in Norway, and its ---- derives mainly 
from oil taken from the North Sea. 
A) enlargement B) prosperity 
C) availability D) emergence 
E) arousal 
 
 



 

 

 
17.)Football owes many of its early 
innovations to just a few individual players 
and coaches who thought deeply about the 
---- of the game. 
A) experiments B) results 
C) fundamentals D) possessions 
E) associations 
 
 
18.)Researchers who publish their work in 
scientific journals describe their 
experiments in ---- detail to be independ-
ently performed by other scientists. 
A) fair B) harsh C) temporary D) sufficient 
E) irrelevant 
 
 
19.)With the introduction in the 1950s of 
more advanced sound-recording 
techniques which played an important part 
in the creation of new styles, pop music 
became ---- from folk music. 
A) distinct           B) valid      C) reliable  
D) changeable     E) definite 
 
20.)At all times and in all societies, the 
tendency to commit crime ---- increases in 
early adolescence and levels off in middle 
age. 
A) randomly  B) intentionally    C) adequately  
D) usually      E) accurately 
 
21.)As scientific evidence ---- shows, 
second-hand smoking is a serious health 
hazard that can lead to disease in children 
and nonsmoking adults. 
A) unfairly         B) hopefully    C) incompetently  
D) unremarkably     E) clearly 
 
 
22.)The ruins of the ancient city of Pompeii 
---- over some 250 acres in the shadow of 
Mount Vesuvius. 
A) contain            B) extend    C) collapse 
D) supply            E) explore 
 
 
23.)The element “zircon” has been 
important not only for understanding the 
age of the continents but also for ---- when 
life first appeared. 
A) determining      B) approving     C) providing 
D) affording         E) supporting 
 
 
      
 
 
 

 
24.)If you think the only ---- of light is to 
enable us to see, you couldn’t be more 
wrong because it affects us both physically 
and mentally. 
A) ability                B) work            C) function 
D) support             E) responsibility 
 
 
25.)You may think that the feel-good ---- 
created by laughing is purely 
psychological, but science has now proved 
that mind and body are inseparably linked 
and that it affects your physical health, too. 
A) sensation           B) thought     C) awareness  
D) requirement        E) expression 

 

CEVAP ANAHTARI 

 1.) D  
 2.) B  
 3.) A  
 4.)E  
 5.) C  
 6.)E  
 7.) C 
 8.) D  
 9) B  
10.) A  
11.) E  
12.) C  
13.) E  
14.) D  
15.) E 
16.) B 
17.) C 
18.) D 
19.) A 
20.) D 
21.) E 
22.) B 
23.) A 
24.) C 
25.) A 

 

 


